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DESCRIPTION

Cosmopolitanism, the teleological ethos of human 
complication brings to the exterior certain limits about 
ultramodern life, what we should be, and what kinds 
of ethics we should emulate and forms the foundation 
of community and the texture of its borders (Shen, 
2009). At its hub is the Stoic idea of the kosmopolités, 
or the citizen of the world. As Lucius Seneca (4 BCE – 
CE 65) puts it “truly great and truly common, in which 
we look neither to this corner nor to that, but measure 
the boundaries of our nation by the sun”. This calling 
forth, where ‘all’ are in our sphere of concern and obli-
gation induces an exilic status away from the comforts 
of homosociality, “the warm nestling feeling of original 
loyalties” (Sullivan, 1981). 

 Universalism and social inclusion can be regarded as 
crucial subsets of the cosmopolitan ideal “ the smart 
embrace of social inclusion was developed in order 
to progress towards (Kant’s) perpetual peace housed 
in the merits of a globally democratic citizenship …”. 
Community and moral citizenship still were outside of 
any developments in the State (political citizenship). 
Hence, cosmopolitanism wasn’t necessarily endors-
ing a metropolis of communitarian equity. Unlike 
Christoph Wieland (1733 – 1813) who distinguished 
between‘ world residers ’and‘ world citizens’ (the 
sages/ preceptors), Emmanuel Kant (1724 – 1804) 
is fairly more egalitarian suggesting that all humans 
are citizens and that each can undertake moral per-
ceptiveness. Civic convergences as spots of social 
integration and forbearance can be juxtaposed with 
a topography, the whole earth which has experienced 
processes of clearances and enclosures, the fencing 
of space which “has nearly completely divided up be-
tween public and private property”. Herein land has 
been drafted as a force field for exclusion with the ad-

dition of no- go and anomalous zones. 

 Cosmopolitanism is a quality of exile and freshness 
to one’s self through reflection. As an hassle of not 
knowing, cosmopolitanism isn’t fluently cultivated. It’s 
this regulation of the conduct of conduct in cosmo-
politanism that I argue has the capacity to reevaluate 
and therefore contribute to the undoing of ableist re-
jections. The ancient Stoics and Cynics, whilst differ-
ent thinkers, believed in cultivating a disposition where 
our belongingness to humanity should direct our con-
duct and overweigh other divisive attributes similar as 
class, gender and origin. Obligation to others becomes 
co-operation in the form of relief of suffering and moral 
education for all (Peffley, 2001). 

 The Stoic worldview incorporates an inclusivity based 
on a chain of being among humans who are linked by a 
‘divine breath’. Marcus Aurelius (121 – 180 CE) Roman 
Emperor and Stoic philosopher is firm in suggesting 
that co-operation extends to being with other humans 
even if they’re belligerent or lacking in virtue. The uni-
verse he argues is sociable. Humans acting in their 
singularity ( rampant individualism or homosocial are 
compared to an reattached hand, for the collaborative 
human is native of the existent – like the branch which 
is native of the body and not simply reckoned as an 
atomistic part. Flourishing also is both smart and inte-
grative. The integrative trend of cosmopolitanism has 
been given new life by scholars who focus on social 
processes and institutions, as Douzinas puts it; this 
cosmopolitanism represents “globalisation with a hu-
man face”. 

Cosmopolitanism is a mode of organising difference 
– a space of belonging and separateness, where 
the productive body recreates, desires or produces. 
There’s still a double gesture, a paradox that purports 
to include and in the process, excludes. At the global 
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level universal benevolence and humanities can act as 
a big stick for (in) corporation which frames and frames 
out belligerent States and artistic thought. Dikeç warns 
of being innocent of the notion of hospitality, suggest-
ing that the conception is assumed to be positive and a 
ready remedy to alleviate so- called burden. In a anal-
ogous vein we may ask whether addition is a remedy 
or gloss over abjection? Žižek has raised similar con-
cerns about the role of the rhetoric of forbearance in 
detracting from issues of poverty and inequality. Beck 
in discrepancy to moves towards territorialism (nation-
alism) suggests a borderless cosmopolitanism where 
it’s possible to imagine alternative ways of life and 
rationalities. Hence as a check on conceptual reduc-
tionism, thinking about cosmopolitanism needs to be 
linked with an understanding of bio politics. Metropolis-
es are meant to be sites of transgression where there’s 
the possibility of incessant choice between products, 
people and indeed temporal enactments similar as the 
fluidity between night and day as times of work and 
rest (Miller, 2002). 

 Cosmopolitanism has been given new currency through 
the work of Hardt & Negri who view society as radically 
plural (cosmopolitan), as “a multiplicity of small singu-
larities” which may or may not act in unison. Hardt & 
Negri relate to relations of cosmopolitanism along the 
lines of the multitude who due to their characterisation 

as the poor, stand in opposition to the dominant re-
lations of property sited in the State. The multitude is 
the new proletariat, a heterogeneous web of workers, 
immigrants, social movements, and non-government 
organisations (Beck, 2006). Whilst the visibly barred 
from the multitude – the term becomes affirmative to 
incorporate “an open, inclusive social body, charac-
terized by its boundlessness and its originary state of 
mixture among social ranks and groups”.
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